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An Act to Add an Example Syllabus to the Course Registration Process

Whereas, University of Memphis students currently have multiple options of viewing the course catalog and building a schedule for academic semesters, including UM Degree and Schedule Builder, AND,

Whereas, the University of Memphis currently does not offer any resources to view past syllabuses for courses that they wish to enroll in, AND,

Whereas, the University of Memphis is constantly offering new resources to help with student retention and course preparedness.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE 68TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION:

Section 1: A PDF file shall be added within the UM Degree capabilities where students can view a past syllabus for a course that they may have interest in, uploaded by either the professor, advisor, or department head, so that students may see what kind of requirements and workloads accompany that course.

Section 2: A PDF file shall be added within the Schedule Builder capabilities where students can view a past syllabus for a course that they may have interest in, uploaded by either the professor, advisor, or department head, so that students may see what kind of requirements and workloads accompany that course.

Section 3: This bill will cost the Student Government Association zero dollars in funding.

Section 4: This bill shall take effect by the start of the 2018-2019 academic school year, in order to be implemented for the Spring 2019 registration process, and upon approval of the Senate.